INTRODUCTION
Multiple objective linear programming, also known as the linear vector maximization problem, has been studied by a number of authors. In particular, its duality theory has been considered by Philip [9] , Isermann [7] , Gray and Sutherland [5] , Brumelle [1], and Ponstein [10] . Neither the symmetry nor all the relationships of the duality theory of conventional linear programming, however, have been obtained in previous work. Such results are developed in this paper, which is most directly related to [7] , by regarding the variables to be matrices. Previous work on matrix linear programming [ 3] has been restricted to a scalar objective function and differs substantially from that presented here.
The notation R m X n will denote the real inner product space of all real m X n matrices A = [au], and as usual Rn will be written for RnX1. R;xn will be the set of matrices in R m X n with all nonnegative elements and e E R m X n the matrix consisting entirely of zeros with its order apparent from context. Multiple objective linear programming, also known as the linear vector maximization problem, has been studied by a number of authors. In particular, its duality theory has been considered by Philip [9] , Isermann [7] , Gray and Sutherland [5] , Brumelle [1] , and Ponstein [10] . Neither the symmetry nor all the relationships of the duality theory of conventional linear programming, however, have been obtained in previous work. Such results are developed in this paper, which is most directly related to [7] , by regarding the variables to be matrices. Previous work on matrix linear programming [ 3] has been restricted to a scalar objective function and differs substantially from that presented here.
The notation R m X n will denote the real inner product space of all real m X n matrices A = [au], and as usual Rn will be written for RnX1. R;xn will be the set of matrices in R m X n with all nonnegative elements and e E R m X n the matrix consisting entirely of zeros with its order apparent from context. For A, B E Rmxn we write A ~B (or B :;:?;A) ifB -A E R;xn and A < B (or B > A) if B -A E R;xn\{e}.
The relation ~ is obviously a partial order on Rmxn. Let S be a subset ofRmxn. The point Z* E S is said to be a maximal element (or upper efficient point) of S if there does not exist Z E S for which Z* < Z. Similarly Z* E S is a minimal element (or lower efficient point) of S if there does not exist Z E S for which Z < Z*. The set of all maximal elements of S is denoted by max S and minimal elements by min S.
THE PRIMAL, DuAL, AND SADDLEPOINT PROBLEMS
Let A E Rmxn, B E Rmxr, C E Rpxn' XE Rnxr, and YE Rpxm throughout the paper. The primal matrix linear programming problem, written
, is to find all optimal X* satisfying ( I) and (2) for which CX* E max{CX: AX~ E, X~ e}. Any X satisfying (I) and (2) is termed feasible to P, and p is said to be unbounded if some component of CX is unbounded above for feasible X. The dual matrix linear programming problem to P, written
Y~ e,
is to determine all optimal Y* satifying (3) and (4) 
there does not exist Y ~ e such that cx* + Y(E -AX*) < cx* + Y*(E -AX*),
and there does not exist X ~ e such that CX* + Y*(E -AX*) < cx+ Y*(E -AX).
DUALITY RELATIONSHIPS
The duality relationships between problems p and D are now established. These results parallel the duality theory of conventional linear programming. Results 1-4 follow easily from the previous definitions and are stated without proof.
Result 1. The dual of the dual is the primal.
Result 2. If X is feasible to P and Y to D, then CX ~ YE.
Result 3. If X* is feasible to P, Y* is feasible to D, and CX* = Y*E, then X*, Y* are optimal to P and D, respectively. 
xkj~O' k=I,...,n,j=I,...,r,
where al represents row i of A and Xj columnj of x= [xkj] ERnx,.
Proof
It is obvious that P is equivalent to a linear vector maximization problem of finding an efficient point in R n' for the objective function where Ci is row i of C, subject to (9), (10) . As a result of Theorem 2 of Isermann [6] , X* = [x~] determines a properly efficient point (Xtl ,..., X:l ,..., xt"..., X:,)I for this problem. Then by Theorem 2 of GeofTrion [ 4] there exist ).I} > 0 for which the x~ solve Q. I LEMMA 2. Let X* be optimal to P and E = {CX: AX ~ B, X ~ 8}. Then there exist a real number a and a linear functional I on Rpxrfor which
I(Z)~a forallZEE-R:xr. 
Similarly, if Y* is optimal to D, there exists X* ~ 8 such that (X*, Y*) is a saddlepoint of L(X, Y) and (C-Y*A)X* = 8.
Only the first statement will be proved since the second then follows readily from the symmetry of (5). From Lemmas I and 2 there exists a linear functional Ion R p x r such that ( 11) is satisfied and X* maximizes the scalar objective function I(CX) subject to (I), (2) . By a standard Lagrange multiplier theorem in [8] there exists a linear functional u* on Rmxr such that u*(W) ~ 0 for all WE R:.xr' u*(B-AX*)=O, 
The result follows directly from Theorem I of Corley [2] and its proof, with obvious changes in terminology, and from the symmetry of 
